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Dell is a notable brand in PC frameworks and workstations,computerized gadgets fabricated
by dell are entirely solid and enduring. Most regular mistake in these gadgets are BSOD
(Black Screen of Death) it very well may be an equipment or programming blunder in the
vast majority of the cases it is discovered the product mistake. 

Black screen or blue screen mistake can touch base with any of the Dell client, directly here
we will talk about the how to fix the Dell PC Black screen blunder. Dell customer service
number Be that as it may, on the off chance that you screen turns blue you can peruse our
blog entry How to Fix Blue Screen Error in Dell Laptop. In any case, starting at now you are
perusing post to fix dell PC black screen Computer adhere to the guidelines given
underneath. 

Steps to Fix Dell Computer Black Screen with Cursor:

Step 1: Power on the PC by squeezing F8 key and hitting F8 key till dell logo shows up. 

Step 2: Advanced boot menu will show up in the wake of hitting F8 key if unfit to boot in
cutting edge choices attempt to rehash initial step till you boot into Advance boot menu. 

Step 3: Now press esc and keep on squeezing F8, from menu select last realized great setup
select it. 
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Step 4: If you can't find that choice pursue step1 to step3 and ahead of time choices select
experimental mode with systems administration alternatives. 

Step 5: Once you signed in to experimental mode press "windows+R" type "cmd" and press
enter. Presently run direction in the administrator mode and enter "chkdsk" order.
Furthermore, check every one of the updates for the drivers. 

Call Dell Support Number+1-855-999-4811 to Fix Black Screen
Computer 

On the off chance that following the total strategy will result in same blunder you can call
Dell PC support number. To get associated with dell ensured experts call toll free number
whenever you need. Our specialists scan for mistakes in windows and resolve them by
giving well ordered strategies and experts are here to help and fix dell work area black
screen. Our accomplished group will assist you with right methodology and arrangements
nonstop and fix dell PC black screen on startup.
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